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BALKAN MOUNTAINEERING EXPEDITION 

MONT BLANC (4.807m) -  FRANCE 

28. 07. -  06. 08. 2017. 

The organizer of climbing Mont Blanc: is Mountainеering Аssociation of Serbia ( MAS) and    
                                                                         Mountaineering  Club (MC) “Pobeda” - Belgrade. 

 
Responsible  guide  leader  is     Matković Vladislav, mountain guide.                                                                                       
Other Mountain Guides:             Stepanović  Zoran,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                         Marinović  Bobiša,                                                                                                                                 
                                                         Kovljenić Zoran 
                                                         BojanDulejan 
 

Status: Climbing  Mont Blanc is common  action of the members of BALKAN MOUNTAINEERING UNION. 
             The right to participate in this event has each BMU member with 3-4 candidates  /one formation  
             - rope team/.  In case  that  one of BMU members do not have candidates  for climbing , it is  
             possible to enlarge number of candidates  from the other BMU members. 
 

Plan of travel and ascend: 

Friday, July 28.      16:00  Departure from Belgrade , Skerlićeva street ( next to the temple of St. Sava),  
                                             toward  Italy, to the point  Pont Valsavaranche (1960m), at the foot of  Gran  
                                             Paradiso  (4061m).  
                                             Travel distance is  1.236 km and will last about  18 h.  

Saturday, July 29.                                      GRAN PARADISO (4.061 m) 

                                  10:00  Departure toward parking  place where is  start point for climbing  to Gran  

                                              Paradiso. 

                                  11:00  Start of the ascend to the refuge Vittorio Emanuele  (2.735m)  

                                  14:00  Arrival in the refuge Vittorio Emanuele,  accommodation  

        

   Camp- Pont Valsavaranche (1.960 m)                    Refuge Vittorio Emanuele (2.735 m)                            

 



Sunday, July  30.  03:30 Getting up and preparing  for ascend to the summit Gran Paradiso. 

                                04:00 Departure for climbing on the classic route to the summit  

                                09:30 Arrival to the summit of the Gran Paradiso (4.061m) 

                                14:00 Descend to Vittorio Emanuele hut, overnight in hut or in camp. 

           

Final ascend  on Gran Paradiso (4.061 m)            The summit Gran Paradiso (4.061 m) 

 

  MONT  BLANC (4.807 m.) - classic route 

Monday, July  31    05:00 Getting up, arrival on  parking and preparing  for departure for France 

                                   09:00 Driving to Les Houches, in Chamonix Valley,  France  - distance  87 km 

                                   11:00 Arrival into Les Houches, the foot of  Mont Blanc.  
                                              Preparing  for ascending  on Mont  Blanc  

                                   11:45 Start transfer with  gondola to the end station  Bellevue (1.794 m)  

                                   13:15 From Bellevue we continue with gear railway up to the Nid d'Aigle (2.374 m)  

                                   13:40 From this point we start ascend to the refuge Tête Rousse   (3.167 m) 

                                   16:30 Arrival to Tête Rousse . Overnight in hut or in tents (which we brought by 
                                              ourselves) 

 

 Campsight  Tête Rousse  (3.167 m)   Ascend  from Tête Rousse   Refuge du Gouter   (3.835 m) 
                                                                   to  refuge du Gouter  

Tuesday,  August  01. 05:00 Getting up and preparing  for ascend to the  refuge du Gouter (3.835 m) 

                                        06:00 Start of ascend to the  refuge du Gouter  

                                        09:00 Arrival to the  refuge du Gouter.  Rest and overnight. 



Wednesday, August 02. 01:00 Getting up and preparing   for ascend 

                                            01:45 Start of ascend to the summit. 

                                            08:00 Arrival at the summit   Mont   Blanc (4.807 m). Short   break. 

                                            08:30 Descending from the summit 

                                            12:00  Arrival in the refuge du Gouter.  
                                                        Short break of 15 minutes and continue to  Tête Rousse    

                                            16:00 Arriving  at  Tête Rousse .  Accommodation in hut  Tête Rousse  or in 
                                                       tents 
 

 

Final  ascend on Mont Blanc (4.807 m)          On the summit of  Mont Blanc (4.807 m) 

 

Thursday, August 03.  06:00 Getting up and preparing  for descending 

                                        07:00 Depature from the hut Tête Rousse   to the Nid d’ Aigle (2.372m) 

                                        09:40 Departure  with the geared railway to the station Bellevue and further by  
                                                   gondola to Les Houches. Preparing  for travel by bus. 
                                        12:00 Departure  by bus to the Belgrade. 

Friday, August 04.       06:00 Arrival in  Belgrade 

Notes : 

-  In case of bad weather  and  bad  conditions for climbing  we will  add  one or two days more  (spare   
   days).  In case of spare days  expenses of overnight in huts are personal expenses. Return back will be 
   after finished ascend. ( on Saturday or on Sunday) .  

-  Booking for overnights in Tête Rousse   and  du  Gouter huts will be made by organizer after timely   
    registration of candidates. 

-  The leaders have right  to change plan of tour in accordance  with weather and other conditions  
    during  the climbing. 

-   All mountaineers who wish to climb Gran Paradiso and Mont Blanc must have the physical   
    capabilities, good stamina, good experience  of climbing in winter conditions, good knowledge of use  
    ice axe , crampons and good experience  in ice rope team movement.   It is understood to have 
    abilities secure movement on snow sloping to 45° and according to II UIAA scale. 



- Difficulties of climb  Gran Paradiso is F+ based on French scale, and ascend to du Gouter route on  
Mont  

   Blanc  is PD-/PD+, depending on conditions.  
 

Recommended equipment: 

1. Thermal base layer underwear, Warm clothing - e.g. down jacket; polar jacket and pants; Jacket and 

pants (Gore –Tex, rain/snow/wind;  Gloves (polar or wool); thermal socks thinner and thicker, 

mountaineering boots (suitable for crampons);   Gaiters with a strap under the boots;  -cap, warm 

/wool hat, balaclava,face mask; 

2. Tent, sleeping bag, mattress (sleeping next toTete Rousse  hut), bivouac bag and survival blanket; 

3. Main backpack plus small attacking backpack, trekking sticks, head torch with spare battery and 

bulb, glacier/sun glasses; 

4. Ice axe, crampons, harness, helmet, climbing harness and two carabines;   two screw-lock 

carabiners, -short  rope diameter 5-6 mm length 1,5 i 2,5m, , rope 50m on tree persons; 

5. Twowater bottles( 1,5liter),  multifunctional pocket knife; 

6. Sunscreen cream SPF 40 or better,  lipstickwith high sun protection factor, small personal first-aid 

kit; sun protection factor 

7. Toilet paper, wet wipes,  garbage bags,  passport,   money,  camera, mobile phone;               

8. Mountain membership card for 2017. year of Alpine association  of Slovenia or of Croatia  ( The 

member shipcard  allows   half price overnight in huts). 

 

The price  

The price of tour is 380 EUR pro  person and it includes: 
Transport   bus  from Belgrade and back;                                                                     
Transport    gondola and  the gear railway ;                                                                                            

Accommodation in mountain huts and camps ;                                                                                                               

Guidance on tour. 

 

The cost of the tour   does not include:                                                                                                                         
Individual transport to and back at meeting point in Belgrade;  
Accommodation expenses during travel to the start point in Belgrade;   
Meals during the  tour;  
Hire of personal and common equipment (such as crampons, ice axe, sleeping bag, tent, common 
rope..); 
Cost of additional overnight  in case of spare days. 
 

The deadline to send the Application form is March 14. 2017. on list: Registration form (SEE HERE) 



Advance payment is 200 EUR end should be sent until March 21. 2017. on Bank account Mountainеering 
Аssociation of Serbia: 

57A: Account With Institution - BIC 

/100 9365289 0000 

VBUBRS22 

VOJVODJANSKA BANKA AD 

NOVI SAD, RS 

59: Beneficiary Customer - Name & Address 

/RS35355000320004378013 

PLANINARSKI SAVEZ SRBIJE 

ANDRICEV VENAC 2/1 

BEOGRAD, RS 

 

Contact  and detailed informations : 

VladislavMatković +381(0) 63 / 329 – 450         e mail :v.matkovic@itnms.ac.rs 

Zoran Stepanović  +381(0)64 / 612 – 5983 e mail : zstepa@yahoo.com 
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